POWERED BY:

MAEJOR ALI, AFTER PARTY SHOW

The American-born Hollywood Social company focused on brand activation using
international celebrities will hold two exclusive parties in the country with American
SINGER/PRODUCER Maejor Ali.
ABOUT HOLLYWOOD.SOCIAL
Company of marketing and communication amplification through projects with
international celebrities and influencers for brands. Hollywood Social has in its history
projects with some of the biggest celebrities in the world such as Miley Cyrus, Kardashian
Family, Paris Hilton, Britney Spears and many others and the company also has some
international clients as Procter & Gamble and AB Inbev.
EVENTS

The parties will be held in secret place that will be announced to the guests
hours before the event! The events will take place after Justin Bieber’s concert on the
same day. The parties will be only for guests.

The events will take place at 11:00 PM, in the cities of Rio de Janeiro, for 700 people
and São Paulo for 1.500 guests, among them Brazilian celebrities, influencers and Maejor’s
and Justin Bieber’s guests.
The parties will have as the main attraction the RAPPER/PRODUCER and DJ
"Maejor", who has produced and composed songs for artists such as Justin Bieber, Wiz
Khalifa and Iggy Azalea, Maejor has some songs like “Lolly” that reached more than 200
million views on Youtube. Beyond the American celebrity of the rap universe, other
attractions will take place in the events (DJs and Performance of Brazilian guests of Maejor
as the rising Brazilian singer-songwriter, Gabriela Nader, who has already opened shows by
artists such as Chris Brown, Nelly Furtado and Black Eyed Peas, will make special
performance opening the Maejor’s show.

The two editions of the party are sponsored by the John John brand and were
organized by RP Valentina Drummond in partnership with the Fábrica agency in Rio de
Janeiro and Mates agency in São Paulo.
In the main social media, follow and use the tags/credits below:
Rio de Janeiro:
#maejorinbrazil #johnjohnafterparty #bondedaval #hollywoodsocial #fabricaag
São Paulo:
#maejorinbrazil #johnjohnafterparty #bondedaval #hollywoodsocial #bemates
To meet the event’s organizers and producers, check out the informations below:
Hollywood Social
www.hollywood.social
Instagram: @hollywoodscl
hash # tag oficial: #hollywoodsocial
Twitter: https://twitter.com/HollywoodSCL
Valentina Drummond
Instagram: @valdrummond
hash # tag oficial: #bondedaval
Fabrica Agência
Web-Site Oficial: www.fabricaagencia.com
Instagram: @fabricaag
hash # tag oficial: #fabricaag
Agência Mates
Web-Site Oficial: www.agenciamates.com.br
Instagram: @agenciamates
hash # tag oficial: #bemates

